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1.1. Overview 

Much valuable scientific research is not being done. The reasons for this are many and include 

the monopoly of “Big Science,”1 institutional and bureaucratic barriers, and inadequate 

research or technological skills. But, the principal reason is that engaging in useful research has 

become too expensive and those who have fresh ideas frequently do not have the financial 

resources to conduct research to explore the ideas.  

A study done by the National Bureau of Economic Research reports that most Nobel Prize 

winners and other such notable scientists are between the ages of 35 and 39, yet the median- 

age of first-time recipients of RO12 grants is 42 and more persons over age 65 than under age 

65 receive research grants.3 Of course, not all research that would be done by younger 

scientists would be Nobel-worthy. However, the research that gets the funding necessary to 

meet the ever-increasing cost of research may well be less valuable than the research that is 

not being done. 

Good research that produces reliable results must be built upon a properly conceived research 

protocol – a step-by-step plan for carrying out the research. Such research protocols, in turn, 

have required technical support, conveniently referred to as Research Support Software (RSS). 

The necessary RSS long has meant contracting with design and computer specialists. These 

contractual relationships not only are expensive, but there has been the predictable inability of 

researchers to communicate well with design and computer experts and the need for time-

consuming and costly iterations.  

Inevitably, alternatives to fully customized programming have been offered. Prepackaged 

software, such as that offered by ePrime4 and Survey Monkey,5 are among the most prominent. 

Prepackaged RSS seeks to anticipate the needs of researchers and respond to these needs with 

software that can serve many researchers. The prepackaged software may be limited to a 
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particular field, as is ePrime (psychology). Or, it may support only one kind of research, such as 

is true of Survey Monkey (surveys). These prepackaged software products typically do well 

what they do but are limited in what they do. Moreover, they tend to be expensive, especially 

insofar as they often require personalized support. 

Ideally, a researcher should be able to do for him or herself what historically has been done for 

him or her pursuant to expensive contractual arrangements or in the form of prepackaged 

software that may or may not meet the researcher’s needs. Such a merger of research and 

design and computer skills can be achieved with End User Development (EDU) or Authorware.  

For many years, effective authorware was limited primarily to computer-assisted learning (CAL). 

But, properly conceived and well-designed authorware certainly can support the RSS needs of 

researchers. ProtoGenie is such Authorware RSS. 

ProtoGenie puts research into the hands of researchers. It offers comprehensive explanations 

of basic research designs and assists a researcher in choosing the design that best fits the 

researcher’s needs. ProtoGenie then guides the researcher through the process of building and 

executing a research protocol. It does so with multiple templates6 and tutorials7 and other 

forms of online help.8 

ProtoGenie’s merger of technical skills and research expertise enables researchers to do 

experiments, surveys, experiments and descriptive other than survey research across fields of 

study at an affordable price. ProtoGenie is powerful yet requires minimal computer proficiency. 

It is cross-disciplinary. ProtoGenie also can be helpful in designing clinical studies. It permits 

doing relatively sophisticated research at much less cost than that of most of the RSS products 

currently available to do the same research. ProtoGenie may well capture portions of the 

survey, experimental, clinical studies and descriptive other than survey research markets 

insofar as researchers who do not need what is presently offered or whose budgets favor 

ProtoGenie. 

However well ProtoGenie can compete in existing RSS markets, it may be expected to open and 

nurture incipient or new markets. In particular, unserved and underserved researchers, those 

who have been shut out of the market by cost or by the inability to find a product that suits 

their needs, should see ProtoGenie as a way to see their ideas come to fruition. 

Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) presents an especially rich opportunity for health care 

professionals and the public, but doctors and nurses and other such professionals typically 

believe they do not have the skills or the time to investigate whether or not their treatments 

are working. They understand that being able to share their experiences with others could 

greatly assist what they do, but they don’t know how to engage in such collaboration in an 
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efficient manner. ProtoGenie can enable them to investigate, test and share in much less time 

and at much less cost than they have imagined. 

Providing RSS for the unserved and underserved is a major accomplishment. However, there 

are other new or incipient RSS markets, namely, Non-U.S. researchers; RSS and prototyping; 

and RSS in instruction. 

Historically, Europeans have been more theoretical than empirical with regard to their 

research, but that is changing. There is rapid growth in the clinical trials area.9 European 

academics are showing increased interest in case studies.10  The Asian market likely is larger 

and growing even faster. When the potential demand for RSS in underdeveloped and 

developing countries is added, the size of the broader Non-U.S. RSS market is enormous. 

English has now become the dominant language in scholarly activity and research worldwide. 

Consequently, language is not the obstacle to the adoption internationally of products 

developed in the U.S. that it might have been. It is true that the EU and other countries outside 

the U.S. have resisted wholesale acquisition of technology developed elsewhere, especially in 

the U.S. However, unlike other RSS products that depend heavily on personalized contracts and 

result in reduced autonomy, Authorware RSS and ProtoGenie allows researchers to author their 

own protocols with dramatically reduced reliance on product support personnel. 

One of the more exciting and potentially valuable applications of RSS is that for prototyping. 

Prototyping is well established in many product development areas. The idea is to build a 

simplified version or “mock up” of a more complex product and test the product before 

investing in the final product. A prototype is not only less expensive to construct but also much 

easier to implement and test. A prototype can be put through repeated iterations and revised 

in response to the feedback gained by the developer.11 

ProtoGenie was conceived of from the outset as an excellent prototyping tool and its 

developers have been cognizant of this role throughout the development process. ProtoGenie 

is powerful, yet easy to use. It is relatively much less expensive. Researchers can test and revise 

repeatedly and refine with each iteration. 

Clinical trials are increasingly expensive and often involve products that present serious health 

and environmental risks. ProtoGenie offers a way to construct and implement a simplified 

version of a much more complex study in a safe, controlled setting at much less cost.  

There is a serious need for ways to enrich learning in research methods courses. RSS would give 

students a hands-on – learning by doing – experience. ePrime has seen some limited use in the 

classroom, but in general there has been no real attempt to incorporate RSS into instruction. 
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This very likely is because RSS providers do not conceive of their products as being instructional 

in nature. 

By contrast, the developers of ProtoGenie have been keenly aware from its inception of the 

central role that ProtoGenie could play in learning. ProtoGenie is not CAL (Computer-Assisted 

Learning) software of the type distributed, for example, by CALI (Center for Computer-Assisted 

Instruction). However, two of the ProtoGenie principals spent many years in higher education, 

one in law and one in research methods, and both have promoted the use of technology in 

learning. 

Moreover, because ProtoGenie is envisioned as a tool for putting research into the hands of the 

researchers it is laden with online assistance to aid understanding research methods and to 

construct and implement research protocols based upon those methods. The rich libraries of 

templates and tutorials, in particular, facilitate adaption of ProtoGenie to classroom use. 

ProtoGenie is data collection software. It facilitates data analysis by offering different ways of 

collecting, viewing and presenting data and because it makes iterative execution, design 

refinement and execution to produce ever-more reliable data easy and cost effective. But, 

ProtoGenie does not do the analysis. There are well-established RSS providers that offer 

effective and affordable data analysis software and services.12 On the other hand, Pasadero 

welcomes partnering out of which could emerge mutually beneficial relationships that improve 

both ProtoGenie and the data analysis software or services. 13 

1.2. History of Pasadero, Inc. 

 Pasadero, Inc., located in Tempe, Arizona, was founded in 1991 and continues to be 

owned and operated by Dr. Lawrence H. Boyd.  The central aim of Pasadero is to 

develop “facilitator software” with “authoring-type interfaces.”  In this role, Pasadero 

develops technologies and software support for people who are marginalized and 

poorly served by today’s top-down software engineering industries and academic 

disciplines. The strategy is to get low-cost technologies and tools into the hands of 

people who are not techies and who do not command research capital. The ultimate 

aim is to enable these people to create software to serve their own needs as their 

knowledge of research dictates.  

 

 To this end, Pasadero developed user interface technology and software for persons 

with visual, cognitive, developmental, and learning disabilities. These efforts resulted in 

a prototype called “Screen Director,” which was subsequently developed and widely 

distributed by Arkenstone, Inc. (Now Benetech) and by Freedom Scientific under the 

name “Wynn.”  The target population also includes people who do not have large 
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budgets for conducting research and evaluation. In this capacity, Pasadero is pitched to 

serve “distributed small science” rather than “centralized big science.”  Independent of 

these earlier products, but in the same spirit, is Pasadero’s authoring software for the 

support of research and data collection, called ProtoGenie. 

 

 The concept of ProtoGenie the Researchers’ Toolkit first emerged in 2001 in the form of 

an interactive simulation model called LabTester. In 2002, this model was implemented 

on a desk top platform under the name Vlab. About this time, the developers 

experimented with an entirely different user interface based on the concept of work 

flow, and the application was called "Dynagraph." These early efforts provided valuable 

insights into the needs of non-technical and inexperienced users, but the game changer 

was the decision to move entirely to a web platform, to “webify” the software so as to 

take full advantage of the rapid advancement of Internet-based technologies, and 

ProtoGenie was born. In the twelve-year period that followed, ProtoGenie was 

repeatedly upgraded to keep pace with the evolving Internet and web-authoring 

technologies, and to provide more efficient ways to conduct experiments, minimize 

subscription prices, reach more diverse and decentralized populations of researchers, 

and expand the pools of participants (subjects).  

 

 A major upgrade to ProtoGenie involved the move from the proprietary Adobe Flash 

environment to HTML and subsequently to the full open web stack technology 

consisting of HTML5, CSS, and JavaScript. This upgrade paved the way for out-of-lab 

research where participants themselves are able to administer a research protocol. 

Making ProtoGenie compatible with mobile devices supported this new capability and 

furthered the end of data collection in the field. ProtoGenie’s history illustrates how it 

has been continually reinvented to take full advantage of advancing technology. After 

many iterations, refinements and improvements, including a streamlined browser-based 

user interface, ProtoGenie, proclaiming that it the most complete research support 

software because it both builds and executes protocols online, was officially released in 

beta by Pasadero, Inc. in June, 2014. 

 

 ProtoGenie pursued a whole new way of thinking in the development and delivery of 

computer support for research design and data collection by combining the advantages 

and potential of generic authorware and the Internet.  It was generically designed to 

support a wide range of research methods including classical experiments, laboratory 

trials, survey research, observational research, archival research, and clinical trials 

research.  The interface between program and author was based on the logic of science 

rather than program coding technology.  Building it from the ground up on the Internet 

http://protogenie.com/
http://www.protogenie.com/methods.html#classicalQ
http://www.protogenie.com/methods.html#surveyR
http://www.protogenie.com/methods.html#observational
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gave it the advantages of the networking, distributive development and the familiar 

environment of the Web, which increasingly fills all of our lives.  A guiding principle of 

ProtoGenie is to provide the generic tools for researchers themselves to customize 

“protocols” to fit their own research needs. 

   

 Other major benefits of this re-invention of the way that software is designed include 

bridging the gap between programmers and researchers and slashing the costs of 

research through the elimination of highly specialized coding and inflexible, one-shot, 

throw-away programs.  Application of ProtoGenie on the Internet with familiar tools 

enables easy and reliable multiple-location data collection and collaborative projects 

and it provides the means for developing networks of researchers bound together by 

common interests and sharing, including resources, data, and software.  This is why the 

ProtoGenie golden rule is: Share unto others as you would have them share unto you. 

 

2. Product Description 
2.1 Description 

2.2 Where ProtoGenie Fits Into the Domain of Software Support for Research 

2.3 Other Important Comparisons 

 

2.1 Description of ProtoGenie 

 ProtoGenie is an online End-User Development (EUD) authoring system that was 

created to support behavioral and clinical research primarily through experimental 

methods. It was developed on an Open Web Technology Stack (HTML5, CSS, and 

JavaScript) and a SaaS (Software as a Service) software licensing and delivery model.  Its 

core technology is the research protocol, which is a detailed, step-by-step map for 

programming and executing an experiment or other behavioral or clinical study. 

ProtoGenie merges advanced online web-authoring technology and tutorial instruction 

in research design to significantly reduce the dependence of researchers on software 

engineers and computer programmers and put research in the hands of researchers. 

This combination of web-authoring and research methods also makes ProtoGenie ideal 

for classroom hands-on learning and for online research methods and related courses. 

 

 ProtoGenie is cross-disciplinary. It is generic in that it supports a wide range of 

experimental designs -- from the simple pretest-posttest design to the fully-crossed 

factorial design -- and other types of research, including survey method and clinical 

studies in the behavioral, natural and social sciences and other fields.  ProtoGenie also 

provides data-collection support for observational, qualitative, case study, and other 

descriptive research.  With ProtoGenie, researchers author their own protocols. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/End-User_Development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioral
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clinical_research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_of_Experiments
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_of_Experiments
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CSS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JavaScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SaaS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protocol_%28Science%29
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ProtoGenie guides authors through the specification of groups (manual and automatic 

randomized assignment of participants), events (intervention, control, and 

measurement), sessions, and implementation plans. Slide shows illustrate the protocol 

building process, templates can be customized to fit a researcher’s individual needs, and 

tutorials help a researcher to use the many features of ProtoGenie to author studies 

from the idea stage to implementation. 

 

 Because of the many tutorials and templates and extensive help, ProtoGenie offers an 

excellent way to incorporate online, hands-on learning into research methods and 

related courses so as to enrich the learning experience. 

 

 ProtoGenie was created to help remedy the “Crisis of Research” by introducing a 

different paradigm of research, which involves a different mindset about how research 

software should be built. 

 

2.2 Where ProtoGenie Fits Into the Domain of Software Support For Research 

 ProtoGenie support software represents a special subset of the universe of all research 

support software, including support software for empirical and non-empirical research 

and for human and non-human research. This subset is defined by its major 

distinguishing features, which are: 

 

 ProtoGenie is aimed primarily at the empirical study of human behavior, including 

psychology, psychobiology, cognitive science, and vision science. To this extent, 

ProtoGenie is distinguishable from research support software involving non-empirical 

studies and the empirical study of non-human subjects. However, ProtoGenie can support 

experiments involving animal subjects and could be used in many industrial studies, for 

example, to test materials under stress. 

 

 ProtoGenie specializes in experimental design and experimental design enables causal 

inferences. In this respect, ProtoGenie is distinguishable from research support software 

that does not involve calculated interventions for control over confounding influences to 

permit causal inferences about human behavior. However, data collection is an essential 

aspect of non-experimental research as well as experimental research. ProtoGenie 

supports the data collection aspect of non-experimental research (although it does not 

provide templates and tutorials for building protocols for non-experimental designs). 

 

 ProtoGenie was designed and built to create and execute protocols. ProtoGenie research 

protocols specify the operations required for the research design chosen for the study. 

ProtoGenie executes the study consistently with these protocols. A colorful analogy is the 

choreographing of a study as sort of a dance, meaning to specify events and to pre-
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structure movements and the unfolding of the events. Insofar as ProtoGenie employs pre-

structuring it is not generally suitable for research that observes events as they occur in 

natural settings or processes, as is true of much qualitative research. However, one of the 

more powerful features of ProtoGenie is that it enables remote implementation outside a 

lab or other controlled setting in a more natural environment. 

 

 ProtoGenie is an authoring program End-User Development (EUD).
14

 This feature 

enables non-programmers to design and construct research protocols. The browser-based 

user interface was developed to permit non-programmers to engage in sophisticated 

experimental research with minimal dependence on computer programmers and software 

engineers. There are tooltips and other helpful explanations and instructions, menus, 

graphics, tables, and point-and-click and drag-and-drop operations and navigation to 

guide a researcher through the process of building a high-level experiment. At the same 

time, ProtoGenie allows a more experienced user to move quickly from one task to 

another. That it merges research design and construction is a defining property of 

ProtoGenie that distinguishes it from support software developed by software engineers 

and programmers and that does only what the C++ or other lower level programming 

language allows and only in the way the code permits.  

 

 ProtoGenie operates on an open web SaaS platform for the construction of research 

protocols and for the delivery of the service. That is, ProtoGenie protocols are 

constructed online. This distinguishes ProtoGenie from support software that does not 

construct protocols (or scripts) on line, meaning that they are created in local 

applications. 

 

 ProtoGenie executes protocols online. More precisely, ProtoGenie protocols are executed 

on an open web SaaS platform using standard URLs (Web addresses). This distinguishes 

ProtoGenie from support software that is not executed in an Internet browser, meaning 

that they are executed in local applications. The protocols/scripts of some support 

software can be executed in a browser but the actual construction of the scripts is not 

done online. Among other things, this property of ProtoGenie enables the crowdsourcing 

of participants to greatly expand the pool of potential participants. For example, 

researchers can publish ads or announcements in off-site locations that invite people to 

participate in their research by clicking on a URL (Web address). This new capability is 

multiplied many times over with the recent development of commercial online 

crowdsourcing services, including Amazon Mechanical Turk, oDesk, Elance, and 

CrowdFlower where all that is necessary is to register and submit the protocol URL 

created for the survey or experiment.  

 

2.3 Other Important Product Comparisons 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/End-User_Development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowdsourcing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazon_Mechanical_Turk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ODesk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CrowdFlower
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 Commercial providers of software support for research tend to be identified with 

particular fields of study and specific functionalities and they are recognizable by the 

extent to which building protocols and executing them can be done online or must be 

done locally. There are online statistical analysis programs, online survey research 

programs, and there are online presentation programs, but they are not intended for 

use in authoring protocols or conducting experimental research. Also, there are online 

programs that provide customized software and hardware instrumentation in 

specialized areas of research. There are a number of applications and utilities that offer 

precision cognitive, reaction time, and eye-movement measures that can be 

administered on lab PCs or remotely over the web. A good example is InQuisit by 

Milisecs. However, this research support software is not built on an authoring platform 

and it is not generic in application. 

 The software toolkit for psychological research called e-Prime by PST (Psychological 

Software Tools) may be the closest to ProtoGenie in terms of what it does and how it 

does it. e-Prime supports experimental design and the construction of research “scripts” 

that can be implemented in a web browser. E-Prime has been many years in 

development and offers a comprehensive studio of research support products, including 

both software and hardware. However, it is focused on behavioral, especially, 

psychological research. Moreover, PST’s specialized support for psychological and 

cognitive studies and experimental designs necessitates highly specialized and technical 

software and hardware instrumentation. Of particular note, the e-Prime scripts must be 

written locally and not online. Lastly, e-Prime is much more expensive than ProtoGenie. 

By contrast, ProtoGenie is cross-disciplinary, resides online, protocols are built and 

implemented online, it requires only a high speed connection to the Internet, its 

browser-based user interface is exceedingly friendly and it is far less expensive. 

 

 A more natural competitor for ProtoGenie is Wextor, a well-conceived and impressive 

RSS product that is marketed as authorware suitable for use across fields of study.15 The 

Wextor developers claim to have a large group of loyal users of long-standing. We 

believe that ProtoGenie is easier to use, more versatile and more affordable than 

Wextor. Another advantage for ProtoGenie provides extensive assistance as to research 

designs and which of them best suits a researcher’s needs. As a result, we are confident 

that ProtoGenie can successfully compete for existing Wextor customers and potential 

customers. 

 

 ProtoGenie is built to provide primary support for the major research designs for all 

persons, including the large population of people who otherwise do not have the 

technical skills or resources required to pursue their own research interests without 

http://www.millisecond.com/
http://www.millisecond.com/
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enlisting computer programmers or purchasing a specialized software support product 

that tends to fit their needs. To further its goal to put research into the hands of 

researchers, ProtoGenie promotes and facilitates collaboration and sharing. 

Consequently, ProtoGenie has the intrinsic potential to provide more convenient, easier 

to use, inherently sharable, more universal, and less expensive research support for a 

broader population. Moreover, ProtoGenie provides far less expensive and faster 

development cycles through iterative prototyping than traditional offline software. 

3. Recent Developments 

3.1 Modular Support for multiple-Session, Over-Time Designs 

3.2 Automated Case Management 

3.3 Other New Features 

 

3.1 Modular Support for Multiple-Session, Over-Time Designs 

 ProtoGenie developers created a powerful low-cost module to be used with ProtoGenie.  

ProtoGenie provides full support for cross-sectional, single session designs.  The new 

PGOvertime module provides support for over-time designs involving more than one 

session, including clinical trials, time-series studies, and longitudinal studies.  Given 

multiple sessions per participant, the PG Overtime module of ProtoGenie creates an 

unbroken case record covering all sessions, thereby eliminating the need to merge data 

files.     

 

3.2 Automated Case Management 

 The PG Overtime module also provides a powerful case-management capability that 

even researchers doing cross-sectional studies may elect to use.  This case management 

feature provides session assignment by date or time interval.  It provides case tracking, 

email alerts when sessions are due, case progress (as in completed sessions), notices of 

missed sessions, and subject compliance.   

  

3.3 Other New Features 

 Streamlined and Rationalized User Interface   

 Research Design Assistance with the ProtoGenie "Design Genie" 

 Access to mobile devices. 

 Expanded Visual and Audio Treatment (Intervention) Capabilities with Image Hosting 

and Handling 

 Timing Capability for Measurement Events 

 Ability to Import Events  

 Single or Multiple-Page Formatting.   
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 Compound Events Category for arrays, branching, iterations, page formatting, and 

randomizing.  

 Full-Screen Execution Pages  

 "Undo" Editing Feature, Drag and Drop, RTF Fonts, and Choice of Screen Sizes   

 Execution in a Single Browser Window   

 Opening Other Protocols from Inside the Composer/Editor and accessing targeting 

pages within the composer 

 Consolidated Timelines Feature  
 

4. Market Factors 

4.1 Indicators of Demand 

4.2 Worldwide Users of the Internet 

4.3 Growing Number of Articles About 

4.4 Comparison to Existing Online Tools 

4.5 ProtoGenie Target Populations 

 

4.1 Indicators of Demand 

The potential demand for ProtoGenie is global and is associated with the following indicators: 

 Reports of 1.5 million subscriptions to Survey Monkey.  This population overlaps 

ProtoGenie only in the one research design, namely survey research, but ProtoGenie 

serves all research designs.  

 Huge number of Internet Users: See Worldwide Users, below; 

 Rapidly growing number of articles about research methods and experimental design.  

See Growing Number, below; 

 Coverage: ProtoGenie covers a very wide range of scientific research methods.  See 

Comparison to Existing Software, below; 

 Variety of users: ProtoGenie users come from all research fields and disciplines.  See 

ProtoGenie Target Populations, below; 

 Ease of Use and Common and Familiar User Interface:  This is made possible by 

ProtoGenie’s online application; 

 Low Price: ProtoGenie subscriptions are a fraction of the price of custom, ad-hoc 

support software under the big-science programmer paradigm. 

 

4.2 Worldwide Users of the Internet 

 According to www.internetworldstats.com, as of June 30, 2012, there were an estimated 

2,405,518,376 Internet users – and growing rapidly.  This means that 34.3% pf the 

world’s population have access to the Internet.  This represents a 566.4% increase 

between 2000 and 2012.  If only one half of one percent of Internet users became 

ProtoGenie subscribers, there would be approximately 12 million, 27 thousand 

http://www.internetworldstats.com/
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subscribers.  Support for this number is reflected in the number of subscribers to the 

Survey Monkey, which is an exclusively survey support program, with a reported 14 

million subscribers and 200 employees as of 2012.  The Survey Monkey focuses 

exclusively on survey research, whereas ProtoGenie supports all types of scientific 

research, including experiments and descriptive research designs among which is the 

survey design.  

 

4.3 Growing Attention to and interest in “Research Methods” and “Experimental Design” 

as Evidenced in the Number of Articles and Sites Using the Words 

 As recently as ten years ago, there was only a smattering of hits on Google for “research 

methods” and “experimental design.”  Today there are 599 million hits for “Research 

Methods” and 119 million for “Experimental Design.” 

 

4.4 Comparison to Existing Online Research Tools 

 Most existing online software for online authoring research tools covers only survey 

designs.  By comparison, ProtoGenie supports more than 50 unique research designs 

(plus many more combinations and variations) covering virtually all of contemporary 

scientific research.  Designs include one group and multiple group designs, cross-

sectional and over-time designs, single subject designs, descriptive designs (such as 

surveys), pre-experimental designs, qualitative/naturalistic designs, and 

knowledge/action designs.  Additionally, ProtoGenie provides six basic implementation 

strategies depending on whether case management will be manual or automatic; 

whether participants will be known; whether the session will be participant-

administered; and whether participants will be enrolled (given specific case IDs).  This 

large selection of designs enables researchers to select a design that will be best fit their 

objectives and resources. 

 

4.5 ProtoGenie Target Populations 

General 

 Scientific Researchers 

 Commercial Researchers 

 Teachers of Science and Research Methods 

 Students of Science and Research Methods 

Target Populations by Field 

 Researchers, teachers and practitioners in: Education, Psychology, Economics, Social 

sciences, Biology, Law, Physics. Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM), Public Health, 

Neuroscience, History, Anthropology, Ethnology, and other. 

Target Populations in Education 
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 Teachers and students in higher education 

 Teachers and students in high schools, grade schools 

 People interested in science from the general population 

 

Target Populations by Research Method 

 Experimental research, clinical trials, descriptive research, pre-experimental research, 

qualitative/naturalistic research, and knowledge/action studies. 

 By ProtoGenie Method Specialization 

o Experimental Research involving single sessions, as in typical cross-sectional 

designs. 

o Experimental Research involving multiple sessions, as in typical over-time 

designs. 

 

5. Development & Management Team 

5.1 Development & Management Team 

 

5.1 Development & Management Team 

 The current development and management team (below) has been working together on 

ProtoGenie for over ten years.  This team will continue in the foreseeable future with 

additions or changes related to growth. 
Director 

Dr. Lawrence H. Boyd, President, Pasadero, Inc. 

Lead Programmer and Software Design Consultant 

Dr. Scott Fitz, Vision Scientist, The University of California at Berkeley 

ProtoGenie Webmaster, Designer, Graphic Art, Server-Side Programmer  

Stephen Boyd, President, Webdraulics® LLC, Tucson, Arizona. 

Chief Business and Education Consultant and Co-developer of ProtoGenie 

William Boyd, Professor, College of Law, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. 

Webcentric technology Specialist and Software Design Consultant 

Wesley L. Boyd, former president of Berkeley Systems, Inc. and President, Moveon, Berkeley, California. 

Business Manager, Secretary, and Treasurer 

Gail Boyd, former Assistant Attorney General for Arizona, retired attorney. 

 

6. Future of ProtoGenie 
6.1 Extensions into New Areas 

6.2 Extensions into Classroom 

6.3 Safe Environments 

6.4 Meeting Software Engineers Half-Way 

6.5 Applications of ProtoGenie in Professional and Clinical Practices 

6.6 Extensions to Cover Institutional Protocols 
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6.7 Development of ProtoGenie World 

 

6.1 Extensions of ProtoGenie into New Fields and New Areas of Research 

 The current paradigm of research support software heavily involves the ad hoc custom 

development of software to fit specific research fields.  This creates waste and 

ineffective use of research resources and works against the adaptive evolution of 

software in response to changes in the environment.  ProtoGenie was designed to 

evolve toward specialized applications in very disparate research and evaluation fields 

and disciplines in which the core program of ProtoGenie would progressively be honed 

to each field even as the fields and research problems became more complex and 

specialized.  This will be done through intensive use and feedback in specialized areas 

with the assistance of ProtoGenie developers, through communications among users of 

like interests, and through parallel development made possible by ProtoGenie’s easy 

terms for access to ProtoGenie code. 

 

 Future development also will seek to extend support beyond automated technical 

controls to ancillary computer support for institutional demands on researchers and on 

research organizations.  This includes automatic audit trails, automatic progress reports, 

automatic problem reports, and assistance on meeting compliance requirements of 

public and institutional oversight agencies.  This includes compliance with the 

regulations and recommendations of the U.S. Department of Health & Human Service 

(HHS) and Institutional Review Boards (IRB) and Federalwide Assurances (FDA) for the 

protection of Human rights and safety. Another important example of oversight is the 

Federal Drug Administration (FDA) regulations and recommendations such as FDA Title 

21 CFR Part II, Guidance for Industry: Computerized Systems Used in Clinical 

Investigations.  

 

 ProtoGenie will hitch a ride on the "telemetry revolution,” where manufacturers have 

strong incentives to make their results conform to the standards of the web.  This 

means that this technology will be accessible to ProtoGenie without ProtoGenie 

developers having to convince them to do anything special.  Likewise, as the makers of 

proprietary external hardware and software, such as EKG equipment, are drawn to 

outputting data in Internet format (such as HTML, PCP, and XML) in order to distribute 

results on the web, this output becomes available to Internet-based clinical trial 

software. 

 

6.2 Extensions of ProtoGenie Classroom Applications 
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 ProtoGenie will increase efforts to support the learning of clinical trial principles and 

skills BY-DOING (in the classroom, in the field, and in continuing education).  With 

ProtoGenie, students can PRACTICE the skills of writing CT (clinical trial) protocols. 

Learning by doing provides the motivation and ability to better understand the 

mechanisms underlying clinical trials and the potential sources problems. 

 

 ProtoGenie clinical trial protocols will be used like Human Resource Management (HRM) 

simulations to enable students to make decisions that have consequences, tradeoff, 

costs and benefits.  By writing and running these protocols, students can role play the 

actions of subjects responding to treatments and measurement events in clinical trials.  

Students can also role members of subject assurances committees and of oversight and 

auditing agencies, such as Institutional Review Boards and in those roles they can 

practice making decisions regarding whether a particular design protocol should or 

should not be implemented as written, and if not, what modifications should be made.  

Also, ProtoGenie’s Webcentric model of computer support opens the way for cross-

classroom communication and participation and for parallel development of protocols.  

While ProtoGenie will at first be used mostly as a supplement to methods courses, 

ProtoGenie’s Webcentric design makes it uniquely ready to be integrated into 

Webcentric course work, educational materials, and strategies. 

 

6.3 Safe Environments for Evaluating Clinical Trial Designs 

 ProtoGenie can enable and support the TESTING of researcher-written clinical trial 

ProtoGenie protocols in controlled and safe environments before implementation in 

large-scale clinical trials that use traditional methods of creating computer support.  

Likewise, PG can be refined to handle the necessary detail and precision of clinical trials 

in university and research institution settings where the substance and the problems of 

clinical trials are known but where testing can be done in the safety of the lab. 

 

 ProtoGenie will enable and support the implementation of Phase I cost/benefit and risk 

assessment and instrument testing with small samples to decide whether the clinical 

trials should be pursued. 

 

6.4 Meeting Software Engineers Half-Way 

 When necessary, ProtoGenie will enable and support the creation of researcher-written 

dynamic mockups and prototypes to be used as development “specifications” for 

program coding by software engineers.  This greatly reduces lost time and runaway 

costs of communication problems inherent in static written specs to commercial or in-

house software developers. 
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6.5 Applications of ProtoGenie in Professional and Clinical Practices 

 ProtoGenie will provide medical and health practitioners such as medical doctors, 

chiropractors, dentists and physical and mental therapists affordable, online, and non-

programmer software to manage and evaluate their own treatment histories and to 

pool results with other practitioners.  Very little practitioner evaluation has been done 

in the past because of the high costs of computer software and the difficulty in using it.  

This untapped information could well represent a major part of the solution to the 

current crisis in Evidence-Based Medicine. 

 

6.6 Extensions of ProtoGenie to Cover the Institutional Side of Research Protocols 

 A "technical core protocol" focuses on the specification of technical tasks that can be 

automated, such as collecting data.  By contrast, a "study-wide protocol" specifies ALL of 

the tasks that must be accomplished in a study, including technical, non-technical, 

administrative, and procedural tasks, such as assuring protection of human participants, 

the necessary degree of accountability of researchers to their participants, sponsors, 

and communities, and quality control.  Generally speaking, non-technical tasks cannot 

be automated, but they can be "facilitated,” as in providing timely alerts, reminders, 

checklists for actions that should be implemented by the user, boilerplate forms and 

documentation, and reference materials.   

 

 ProtoGenie will also provide software that automatically generates audit trails and 

automatic progress reports.  These features will be designed to help researchers and 

research sponsors comply with the recommendations of standards-setting organizations 

and documents involving computer use. A Study-Wide Protocol generally contains the 

information one finds in traditional research grant proposals, which can now be found in 

"clinical trial protocol templates.” 

 

6.7 Development of ProtoGenie World 

 ProtoGenie will develop the idea of a worldwide research network of researchers 

brought together by the common use of ProtoGenie called ProtoGenie World.  PG World 

will enable researchers to share software and information and to reduce dependence on 

software engineers and costly fixed applications. The Internet makes this rich research 

environment possible. It is designed to grow and get better with universal user access 

and easy access to development code. A central principle is the conservation of 

software effort through the recycling of protocols. In other words,  

 

http://protogenie.com/
http://protogenie.com/
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ProtoGenie treats research support software as precious research CAPITAL to be used 

over and over; not wasted! 

 

7. Market Analysis 
 

 For Estimates of market sizes, growth, and PG penetration, see APPENDIX A. 

 

 For estimates of costs and income, see APPENDIX B. 
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